PRESS RELEASE

Outdoor fun with Terra Kids: Awaken the spirit of
discovery with new outdoor products
Bad Rodach, November 2022 – Whether in the forest, city park or small garden, there is always
plenty for children to discover and experience outside in the fresh air. The real adventure usually
starts here, as they can move freely, explore their surroundings and use nature as a playground.
Terra Kids outdoor products offer everything nature explorers need both in the countryside and in
the city, taking the experience to the next level.

With the Terra Kids Squirrel Feeder Kit, little explorers can
easily become wildlife protectors. The house is made of robust
material and can be assembled in no time then filled from the
front with nuts and other feed. An acrylic panel on the front
means that the fill level can be checked from the outside at any
time. Particularly clever: The roof overhang of the house
ensures that the feed always remains clean and, most
importantly, dry. In this way, children not only contribute to the
preservation of biodiversity, but also experience the joy of
observing animals.

Terra Kids offers real children’s tools for those who dare
to venture outdoors more and wish to become
particularly active. The Terra Kids Handsaw opens up
completely new possibilities for little ones to develop and
create individual works. Thanks to its child-friendly,
ergonomically shaped handle, the saw sits securely in the
hand and achieves clean cuts effortlessly from the very
first attempts. The latching protective cap also
guarantees safe transport.
The handsaw from Terra Kids teaches children how to
use tools responsibly at an early stage and supports their fine motor skills, concentration
and endurance – naturally under supervision and with the help of grown-ups. Children’s tools for
wood are particularly suitable to start with, as wood is a soft material that is very easy to work
with.
Go out, collect, drill, connect – children can build their favorite dinosaur
from natural materials with the Construction Set Dinosaurs from the
popular Terra Kids Connectors series. The connectors and end pieces
included in the clever construction set transform branches, leaves, cork
and more into moving fantasy figures. The instruction booklet shows
how the material can be assembled into four different dinosaurs and
gives particularly creative inventors inspiration for further designs. The
Construction Set Dinosaurs from the Terra Kids Connectors series
encourages imagination and creativity for the little ones and provides
them with exciting outdoor play companions.
Discover more clever Terra Kids products for little explorers here
– whether in the countryside or in the city.

Product information
Terra Kids Squirrel Feeder Kit
Material: Wood, stainless steel, acrylic glass, metal.

•
•
•
•
•
•

includes instruction booklet with tips
assembled in just a few steps
fill level can be checked from the outside at any time thanks to acrylic
pane
feed always remains dry thanks to clever design
encourages squirrel observation
helps to preserve biodiversity

Terra Kids Handsaw
Material: ABS (handle), PP (saw blade guard), metal.

•
•
•
•
•

pull saw for all types of wood
ergonomic safety handle
replaceable saw blade including safety cap
latching on the protective cap allows safe transport
a great introduction to craft activities

Terra Kids Connectors – Construction Set Dinosaurs
Material: Steel,
copolymer
•
•
•
•
•

beech, polypropylene,

acrylonitrile

butadiene

styrene

includes hand drill and instruction booklet
ingenious construction kit for designing your own dinosaur figures and imaginative
natural toys
robust connectors for movable figures made of natural materials
with material for four dinosaurs according to instructions or many more own
creations
encourages creativity and imagination

About HABA
HABA has made it their mission to bring joy to children. At the same time, children also develop
abilities such as social, fine motor skills, and communication skills. Our products allow children to
develop at an age-appropriate level and without pressure. Our toys allow us to accompany babies
and toddlers in all their individual developmental stages. We go on expeditions and adventures in
nature with children and our Terra Kids outdoor products. People of all ages come together at the
table with our family games. We support children and their families. Every day. From the very
start. For a lifetime.

About the HABA FAMILYGROUP
For over 80 years, the HABA FAMILYGROUP has been enriching families and institutions with highquality products in the core areas of family life, games, education, movement, clothing, and
furniture. Under its umbrella, it unites the well-known brands HABA, JAKO-O, FIT-Z, HABA Pro, and
HABA Digitalwerkstatt. Since its foundation in 1938 by Eugen Habermaass, the HABA
FAMILYGROUP, based in Bad Rodach, has been owned by one family. The CEO is Tim Steffens. The
company employs around 2,000 people and generates an annual turnover of around 360 million
euros.

